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Introduction  

Hello and thank you for inviting me to spend a week with you and talk 

about screenwriting and the differences between screenwriting and 

novel writing.  

A bit about myself.  

I’ve actively pursued my writing career for the last 10-11 years. I’d been 

writing romantic suspense for about 8 years prior to making the move to 

screenwriting. I’d won awards or placed in many of the contests I’d 

entered but I still hadn’t sold. I was getting just a tiny, yeah okay, a lot 

frustrated.  

At the beginning of my writing journey, I’d taken a screenwriting class 

because movies and their impact fascinated me. But frankly the class 

instructor was more interested in proving to us that we had no talent 

and thus no hope and he did, than in really teaching us something. Well 

actually he did teach me something. Never, ever treat an aspiring 

writer like that.  

Onward.  

I was pretty sure screenwriting wouldn’t happen for me unless I lived in 

LA and I wasn’t going back anytime soon. Then I met Robert Gosnell. One 

of the most encouraging, patient and all around nice guys I’ve ever met. 

He’s a professional screenwriter with credits, who shares insights, wisdom 

and trade secrets. I fell in love with screenwriting. But I still wasn’t going 

to move to LA and I wondered if I would find a career in this genre or 

would I just be another of the aspiring-to-be crowd. Which isn’t bad, but I 

wanted a contract. I wanted to see my name in lights. GUESS WHAT. YOU 

CAN SELL A SCREENPLAY AND LIVE IN COLORADO! Or anywhere there’s 

a fax and an airport nearby so you can fly to LA, take a meeting and fly 

home.  

I got my first writing contract and it was a challenge. Adapt a non-fiction 
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book with a hint of a love story into an epic love story that takes place 

during the turmoil of WWII. Set it in Iraq with the major protagonists 

being Jewish and their struggle against a German fascist trained enemy, 

including a young Saddam Hussein (honest!) CRY of the DOVE was born. 

It wasn’t an easy labor, but it turned out pretty darn good and it’s been 

well received. The timing’s not great at the moment for a story about 

WWII Iraq, but it will be someday. Meanwhile, I got a contract and moved 

my career solidly forward.  

So why did I fall in love with screenwriting? It’s active, it’s dynamic 

and I love thinking in terms of motion, sound, light. You go to a 

movie and you’re surrounded for 2 hours by sound, music, dialogue 

and movement.  

You’re bombarded with images so that you don’t, or shouldn’t, have 

time to think about them, you just go with the flow. A bit different 

than a book right there. You cannot reread a page of a movie and 

make sure you’ve "got it," unless you replay it.  

Remember a movie moves.  

But I get ahead of myself.  

I have several pages of my screenplays SHADOW SEEKER, and THE 

STONE OF HEAVEN-THE QUEST, posted on the web site so you can see 

format which is very specific and allows for little deviation.  

Syllabus:  

Lecture I "The Format and Structure of a Screenplay." Lecture II "Your 

Senses Are Used Differently." Lecture III "They Say a Picture is Worth a 

Thousand Words." Lecture IV "Say it Ain’t So" Lecture V "Tidbits and 

Bibliography"  

Remember, please ask questions about anything that isn’t clear, or a 

topic that I may not have covered. Since this is only a week long 
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course, it’s impossible to cover everything in depth. Ask away. I’ll do 

my best to get the answers out to you the next day.  

Lecture I "The Format and Structure of a Screenplay" will be posted  

Sunday evening.  

Thanks, 

Leslie Ann 

Sartor  

Lesann@juno.com  
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Lecture I, The Basic Structure of a Screenplay.  

Some of this information you may already know, but bear with me so we 

can all be on the same page.  

One page of screenplay in the proper format is approximately one minute 

of screen time. That’s an average, some dialogue will go faster, some 

action will take longer than the page "time" to film. But a 120 page 

screenplay is usually a 2 hour movie.  

That used to be the standard and expected length. Agents today are 

looking for screenplays that average around 112-115 pages. Ouch, they 

just took 5 minutes of my story away.  

A feature movie is written in the basic 3 ACT structure. A TV movie is 

written as a modified 3 ACT structure to accommodate commercials. If 

you watch a theatrical movie on TV, usually the entire ACT I is shown 

prior to commercial because it’s the all important set-up!  

An average half hour sitcom is written in 45 pages but is only 22:15 long 

and is usually written in a 2 ACT structure and the format is very different 

than a movie--TV or theatrical release.  

Okay the basic 3 ACT structure for a 120 minute film.  
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Theme: It’s very important to know what you’re trying to say when you 

tell a story. We all have lessons we’re trying to get across by our story 

telling. You may NOT have your theme totally in place as you write, but 

you best have it ironed out in the rewriting phase. Because it’s very 

important that each character have his take on the theme both active and 

master. It keeps your story "on story" and your character true.  

Themes: The Master Theme tells us what the story is about; what the 

subject of the story is.  

Act I  THE SETUP must establish the:  
pages 1-30  Theme -Master and Active  

 Central Protagonist (Heroine/Hero)  

 Central Force of Antagonism (villain)  

 The Value at Stake  

 The inciting incident  

 Act I break Up or down mood.  

Act II  PROGRESSIVE COMPLICATIONS  
pages 30-90  Heighten the forces of antagonism  

 Develop subplots and supporting characters  

 (adds complexity and complications to your story)  

 Increase the threat to the value at stake  

page 60  The False ending  

 Act II Crisis  

 Act II break Up or down mood  

Act III  CRISIS/CLIMAX/RESOLUTION  
pages 90-120  Ultimate threat to the value at stake  

 Moment of Truth Confrontation  

 Resolution of subplots  

 Resolution of plot crisis  

 THE END Up or down mood.  

Act I  THE SETUP must establish the:  
pages 1-30  Theme -Master and Active  

 Central Protagonist (Heroine/Hero)  

 Central Force of Antagonism (villain)  

 The Value at Stake  

 The inciting incident  

 Act I break Up or down mood.  

Act II  PROGRESSIVE COMPLICATIONS  
pages 30-90  Heighten the forces of antagonism  

 Develop subplots and supporting characters  

 (adds complexity and complications to your story)  

 Increase the threat to the value at stake  

page 60  The False ending  

 Act II Crisis  

 Act II break Up or down mood  

Act III  CRISIS/CLIMAX/RESOLUTION  
pages 90-120  Ultimate threat to the value at stake  

 Moment of Truth Confrontation  

 Resolution of subplots  

 Resolution of plot crisis  

 THE END Up or down mood.  
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The Active Theme gives us the message of the story; what the story is 

trying to say.  

Forces of Antagonism: Who and what is the villain? Remember the villain 

(and it doesn’t have to be a person) must be strong enough to drive the 

story. The hero reacts against the villain. In action flicks the hero is in 

reaction mode until almost ACT III. You can use more than one force of 

antagonism, in fact add them in ACT II for complexities and 

complications.  

The Forces: Man vs Man Man vs The System Man vs Elements or 

Supernatural (age, time change, problem, hurricane, alien.) Man vs 

Himself (can’t overcome weakness, addiction, can’t handle responsibility.)  

The Value at Stake: What the audience relates to in the film. In the 

James Bond films, the world is at stake. Justice is at stake in A Few Good 

Men. There is usually a value at stake for both the story and the lead 

protagonist.  

The Inciting Incident: What starts the story really moving forward. In a 

murder mystery, it’s the murder. In Independence Day, it’s the alien’s 

countdown to attack. Often this is called the point of change and there is 

no story without it.  

 

Heighten the Forces of Antagonism: Just as it sounds, you are giving your 

hero harder and harder fights (physical or mental.)  

 

Complexity and Complications: Complexities are the moral choices a 

character must make. Complications are the physical obstacles your 

characters must tackle.  

These are conflicts and you must raise them to higher and higher levels.  

Increase the Threat to the Value at Stake: In A Few Good Men, there is 

no way that justice is going to be meted out correctly, we’re sure of 
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that. (Wrong!!!!)  

The False Ending: The stakes have been raised too high for our 

protagonist to handle and thus the dramatic tension is at an all time high. 

This is crucial for character development. Often we think the movie could 

end here.  

Crisis: Usually near the False Ending and is the worst moment of your 

ACT  

II.  

ACT III increases all these to the breaking point. It’s the gunfight, the 

hand to hand combat. It’s where everything is in the protagonist’s hands 

to go forward and win, but her next step will break it or make it. She’s all 

by herself and has to take that step. If your ACT III isn't working, the 

problem is usually found in ACT I.  

Phew, fast and furious through the basics of a 3 ACT Screenplay. But 

this structure is similar to what we use when plotting a book. That’s 

where romance writing has taught me well.  

We introduce the character, her issues and we show growth. We 

introduce the villain, his/her issues, growth and ultimate downfall. We 

struggle over the middle, adding subplots and supporting characters so 

it doesn't sag.  

The moment of truth is the "black moment." We know about GMC. A lot 

of screenwriters don't. I'm very thankful I started out writing romances 

and learned all of this because when you read it like this it becomes a 

bit cold and confusing. But what I've outlined for you are the major 

beats to most movies.  

You set your tone in the first act just as you do in your first page, first 

chapter. But here’s one difference between novels and scripts. I get to set 

it visually.  
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So do you in sense, but remember, less description is what’s wanted in 

novels these days.  

In a film I get to set it right in your face. Literally. Ha, that’s fun. I get to 

manipulate you from the get go. What you say? Isn't that what I do as a 

novel writer? In the best books yes. You grab us and don't let us go. But 

often times, we're let down. We can be let down in movies as well, but in 

a book which is a slower, more leisurely stroll, it’s easier to drop the ball. 

In a movie, you know right away when it’s "off-story" or off tone. It’s on a 

50 foot screen and you can't miss it. That’s when you've lost your 

audience and it’s really hard to get them back.  

Linda Seger says: "Film is usually a one time experience, there is no 

opportunity to turn back a page, recheck a name, reread the 

description. Clarity is an important element in commercial viability." 

She’s right.  

Ask questions and I'll do my level best to get back to each of you in a 

timely fashion. In my reply I'll use "Answer for...." I will also copy the 

question at the beginning of the email, then answer.  

Don't forget to check the web site for the pages of two scripts I 

posted. Entirely different in tone, but each is formatted correctly and 

gives you a sense of how different genres are written.  

Lecture II "Your Senses Are Used Differently"  

When we settle in our seats at a theater or snuggle down at home with 

a book, we have the expectation we’re going to be taken on a great 

journey.  

We LONG to experience the exoticness of a new destination. Be it in 

the foothills above Boulder Colorado, the rodeo arenas of South 

Dakota or a brave new world in another galaxy.  
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We CRAVE the roller coaster ride of highs and lows that the terror of a 

thriller, the teary ending of a great love story or the excitement an 

action-adventure escapade will take us on.  

We DEMAND that we too, experience the character’s euphoria, growth, 

fear, love or hate.  

 

We WANT IT ALL, whether it’s projected on a 50 foot high screen or read 

from a page of 12 point type.  

As writers, if we’ve done our job right, our audience will have taken 

that great journey.  

If we haven’t done our jobs right, our audience’s experience in the 

theater will be peripheral and shallow and the reader’s book will end up 

smashed against the wall.  

How we create that journey and meet our audience expectations 

varies between novel and screenplay.  

My mom, who’s an artist and retired art professor gave me an 

interesting way of looking at the difference’s between novels and scripts. 

She noted the difference between a painting and a sculpture:  

"If you have two artists looking at the same scene, the sculptor will 

usually pick a focal figure and concentrate on that one image to bring to 

life, whereas the painter will be able to bring in the subtle nuances of the 

entire scene. The background, the shadow, costume, the time of day, the 

season of the year. And while we gaze at the painting we can imagine 

different scenarios because of the information we’re given. With the 3D 

sculpture in front of us, what we see is mostly what we get. We rarely get 

nuances and shading."  

Your senses are used differently.  

And so it is in screenwriting. What you see and hear is for the most 
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part what you get. Thus it’s vital that you’re very careful and concise 

how you write what you want the audience to see, hear and 

experience.  

But here’s the kicker. The first person you must impress is a reader, who 

is usually an assistant producer, agent or agent wannabe. Hey, it might 

even be the film star’s teamster driver whose brother your uncle plays 

soccer with. I’ll get back to that little tongue twister in the last lecture.  

Anyway, it’s still a reading experience. IT’s NOT VISUAL YET and you 

must write it so that it’s exciting and the words can easily translate to 

images in the reader’s mind...a moving picture.  

 

How do I convey the movie that’s playing in my head: the scenery, the 

back-story, the choices my character must make, the GMC’s and 

theme of the story in 120 pages? It ain’t easy. But it can be done 

within the rigid structure of a screenplay.  

The structure of a screenplay gives me basically DIALOGUE and ACTION 

to make my movie work.  

My task is to make each word do double, even triple duty. I must 

make careful and strong word choices. These few carefully chosen 

words must REVEAL character, ADVANCE the story and in the best 

scripts, EXPLORE theme.  

The tools I use to make each word count are SUBTEXT, DIRECTION 

DEVICES, always being ON-STORY and always remembering to SHOW 

DON’T TELL.  

I can hear you now, you’re asking, what about a character’s internal 

thought and scene setting?  

Nope, nada, zilch!!! Well, in the case of setting the scene you get a bone, 

but nothing like the props I used to adore writing: snazzy cars that fit 

character, the right wine glass, the right menu. The set decorators get to 
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do that. All you do is set enough of the tone of the scene.  

Internal thought or dialogue or as it’s often called internal 

exposition is TABOO. If it can’t be SEEN or HEARD it can’t be used.  

So the first thing I had to discard from my bag of writing tricks was the 

idea of using internal exposition to help get my message across.  

I’m an admitted Pantster writer and internal dialogue was always a tool 

for me. In my "PUKE" stage, I would ramble on getting to know my 

character by his reactions, his thoughts, and I didn’t mind writing this 

way because I knew I could clean it up later.  

Bob Gosnell, my mentor, can always tell when I’m in "novel mode," 

during my first draft stage and it will even creep in during rewrites. And 

though that’s a bit of a joke between us and most novelists fight this 

tendency when they try screenwriting. It’s a hard habit to break. But I’ve 

found a trick that can also boost your writing to a more active, page 

turner of a book:  

If you use most of your internal exposition as a helper to get your 

thoughts down, and then turn it around and make it active by changing to 

ACTION and DIALOGUE, you’re a zillion light years ahead of your 

competition.  

Don’t you often skim the narrative to get to the dialogue? Isn’t that 

where you get the zing of insults, or horrible sinking when you hear a 

confession? Isn’t that what you long for your character to hear the "I 

love you," or the most effective way to deliver news? You bet it is.  

And isn’t it heartbreaking to picture a child holding a wounded puppy in 

"real novel" time, instead of someone remembering it? You bet. Your 

readers will weep, laugh and hurt right along with your characters 

because you’ve brought the experience closer to them, it’s not one step 

removed as internal exposition is.  
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I’m not suggesting that you remove all internal exposition, if it moves 

the story forward by revealing character or plot then it should be in 

your book. In fact readers adore good exposition.  

Try it. Take something you’ve written that’s mostly internal and see if 

you can’t make yourself care more by making it active by action and 

dialogue.  

But as I said, I can’t allow myself the luxury of written internal 

exposition any longer. So how do I build and reveal character and plot 

without it?  

I use cause and effect, action and reaction as my first tools. Then I 

find physical proxies to play it out--a character’s words, actions and 

choices. Because that’s what you’re going to SEE and HEAR.  

As writers, we put each moment under a microscope, we ask questions 

of our characters and we let them reveal themselves to us usually with 

written reflection, insight, wishes and feeling. As I said, when I was 

writing novels, this is where I would ramble on, gathering insight about 

my character’s reaction to a particular incident. But now I think through 

a scene visually.  

Often I close my eyes and let the tone of the scene wash over me. 

What’s caused the scene? A death? Or a treasure found or lost? What 

is the effect (consequence) of that scene? A funeral or a wake or the 

execution of the murderer? The found treasure has made a man rich, 

but now he has to protect it from marauder who wants to take it away.  

 

Those are all visuals.  

 

Then comes the action and reaction. If there are angry and accusatory 

words at the funeral, what would the reaction be? A fist fight or flight? If 

the man boasts about his find of treasure what would the reaction be? 

Jealousy culminating in a murder?  
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What I’ve done above is give you the visual internal exposition. I’ve 

found a physical proxy or substitute to take the place of the internal 

narrative. Again, it’s the character’s words, actions and choices.  

And here’s a neat trick. When you’ve seen a character choose to flee 

rather than stand and fight each time, and all of a sudden he chooses to 

fight, you’re surprised and intrigued and you sit up straighter and take 

notice, because you’ve been given a visual twist.  

This process of cause/effect and action/reaction is circular and gives the 

scene its full emotional/plot arc as well. It’s important in a novel. It’s 

vital in a moving picture.  

Screenwriting is tight writing. Each word must do double or triple duty. 

The story moves on, it can not stop to wander through a mind, sense an 

emotion and ponder it.  

We’ll hit action and dialogue in later lectures, as well as the other 

differences I mentioned: the art and necessity of subtext, the concept of 

ON-STORY and directional devices.  

Lecture III "They Say a Picture is Worth a Thousand Words."  

As I’ve said action and dialogue are my only ways of getting across the 

information to the reader that this will be a visually stimulating film. 

And each word I choose must multi-task because you’re telling a 

complete and visual story in 120 very rigidly formatted pages.  

In this lecture I’ll highlight some of the big differences between novel 

and screenwriting.  

How many of you have heard of Robert McKee?  

A couple of years ago, RWA National in Chicago had McKee lecture for an 
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hour or two. He’s an interesting man who wholly believes in his book. And 

he’s not the only one.  

Many studios and producers today consider his dense book STORY, the 

bible to write by. Disney is one of them. When Walt Disney was at the 

helm of his studio, storytelling was everything. He and his writers 

understood what it took to tell a story. Unfortunately after Walt’s death, 

the studio eventually let go most of his writers. And the studio almost 

failed because it got away from telling a great story. Disney’s other 

dream, Disneyland, wasn’t failing, but the studio was and nearly pulled 

the entire company into bankruptcy.  

A Robert McKee quote regarding the differences of novel and 

screenwriting:  

"Pity the poor screenwriter, for he cannot be a poet, he cannot use 

metaphor and simile, assonance and alliteration, rhythm and 

rhyme,synecdoche and metonymy, hyperbole and meiosis, the grand 

topes. Instead,his work must contain all the substance of literature, but 

not be literary. A literary work is finished and complete within itself. A 

screenplay waits for the camera." (Now you know why I said his work was 

dense)  

Image is always a screenwriter’s first choice, dialogue the second choice, 

but that’s not to say that dialogue is the poorer of choices.  

Just remember that moving pictures move. Think of the silent movies, 

perhaps crudely filmed by anyone’s standards today, but they were all 

movement, action. This little bit of wisdom about killed me, because I 

love writing dialogue over action any day.  

Screenwriters write in the NOW, the present tense, always moving toward 

another new NOW. Film is vivid and gives us relentless movement. Even if 

the shot is static or held, our eyes move across the screen and take in 

detail.  
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This is a huge difference from the mostly past tense of novels. And 

often times in a novel the character is both telling and interpreting 

events for us.  

Here’s another big difference. 90% of all verbal expression has no 

cinematic equivalent.  

"He’s been sitting there a long time," can’t be photographed.  

So when I get to that kind of moment in a script I have to ask myself, 

what do I see on the screen? And then I have to describe only what is 

photographic and lends itself to the story. The question then becomes, 

how do I show he’s been sitting there a long time?  

I do this by closing my eyes (which I apparently do a lot,) and letting the 

visuals play across the screen in my head. Perhaps the answer is: "He 

yawns, trying to stay awake, or he glances nervously at his watch, 

seconds later he glances again." Or perhaps using the old Hitchcock trick 

of watching the hands spin around the clock face, though that takes us off 

character.  

Whatever I show, it must reveal that it’s been a long time. That shows 

us a bit of the plot, the action must reveal the characters inner conflicts, 

is he anxious or bored? And if possible his take on the movie’s theme--

although that may be a bit much to get in this particular scene.  

So I have to learn what works on a 50' screen. And just as you read 

books to get a handle on what works so well and what doesn’t, I read 

scripts and watch movies. Boy, my accountant is going to love all those 

movie stubs.  

How many of you can instantly remember a scene in a movie that was 

so powerful it stays with you? Name some?  

Here’s some of mine:  
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Mel Gibson in Signs when he sees his wife. The quicksand scene in 

Lawrence of Arabia, that one scared me to death. The opening scene in 

the English Patient where the heroine’s lover is keeping his promise to 

come back for her...we just don’t know he was too late to save her. The 

opening scroll on the 1st Star Wars. The burning of Atlanta in GWTW. 

Great visual scenes that show us so much.  

They say a picture is worth a thousand words.  

William Martell is the author of THE SECRETS OF ACTION 

SCREENWRITING. While his book is mostly about how to write fast action 

movies and how to incorporate special techniques, he has a lot to offer 

the novelist as well-though you have to get past his first sentence or two, 

which will strike fear into the heart of any novelist:  

"Don’t think of ACTION as description, think of it as MOVEMENT, things 

happening. Describing a stationary object is not only boring, it’s 

probably not necessary. The Production Designer will decide the floor 

plan of the house...The Set Decorator will decide how to furnish it and 

Prop Master will add the details like family photos and nick-nacks. It’s 

not our job as writers to describe any of this stuff, UNLESS it’s required 

by the plot."  

"So remember that you aren’t describing things, you are describing 

things happening."  

Syd Field from his book SCREENPLAY would add:  

"Things happening to your character. Action is the essence of 

character, what he does."  

Thus my use of action/reaction, cause and effect. It doesn’t happen 

in a vacuum it happens to people. (Another trick to enhance your 

writing. Whatever is happening is happening to your characters)  
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Another trick is not to write the movement/action of the scene, but the 

attitude of the scene. That’s what I did for my opening scene in 

SHADOW SEEKER. It sets a tone to the film and focuses on the 

character. There may be little action, but each one was carefully chosen 

to bring forth an attitude.  

While there is movement in a moving picture, you must also always have 

a sense of moving forward. Another difference between sceenwriting and 

novel writing, for a novel’s internal exposition may take us backwards or 

even stop us to ponder a point. Which is okay if it will move the story 

ahead.  

One exception to that is the flashback. I consider flashbacks kind of a 

cheap shot because they rarely move the story forward, but are used as 

explanations instead. However having said that, one of the best 

flashbacks I’ve ever seen is from SIGNS.  

Each time Mel Gibson’s character (in flashback) was at the scene of an 

accident--the same accident, we got a bit more information. It visually 

moved us forward to the next reveal in the sequence of events. It helped 

us understand his position in the community. His reluctance to be at the 

scene at all. AND we the audience began to dread the final reveal as he 

did.  

And oh my gosh, what a reveal. Mel moves forward, afraid of what he’ll 

find, knowing all the while he’ll find his beloved near death. People at the 

scene are all looking at him with great pity. And then the accident scene 

is revealed, his wife crushed between a tree and the hood of a car.  

I’ll never forget that scene.  

 

That final flashback scene led us to the final conflict in the movie. The 

external conflict was the battle with the aliens, the internal was Mel’s loss 

of belief. He was able to succeed because of the last words his wife was 

able to tell him.  
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As I said, some of the worst flashbacks are purely expositional in that 

they only tell you something that could have come out in a better way. 

I was trying to remember some, but I usually try and forget the super 

bad stuff.  

One way of showing the audience your character’s inner demons, is what 

Martell calls "the twitch." A physical manifestation. T his term comes from 

the "Pink Panther" movies. Whenever Clouseau’s name was mentioned 

around his superior, he would start twitching uncontrollably, exposing the 

way he felt about Clouseau. Without a word being spoken we understood 

his emotion.  

The twitch can be a physical object, a cane, a ring. The twitch object 

differs from the touchstone object as the touchstone brings peace to the 

character and the twitch brings unresolved conflict.  

Hope you all are getting some useful and helpful info from this class. 

I'm enjoying reading your posts.  

Lecture IV "Say It Ain’t So"  

Dialogue.  

Alfred Hitchcock felt that dialogue is the last layer to be added to a film. 

"It’s not that we all don’t love great dialogue, we do," he says. "But less is 

more. You want to delight the ear."  

Aristotle advised: "Speak as the common people do, but think as a wise 

man would."  

McKee: "Film is 80% visual, 20% auditory."  

Anonymous: "Actions speak louder than words."  

McKee and most other screenwriting professionals feel that you should 
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never write a line of dialogue if you can create a visual expression. OUCH, 

that hurts. I love to write dialogue. But the truth is the more dialogue you 

write, the less it’s heard.  

 

Whereas, in a novel, the reader will often scan the narrative to get to the 

dialogue, because they know it demands a reaction and thus another 

action...they’re moving ahead in the story.  

Screen dialogue demands short, simply constructed sentences that 

delivers information about the character and the plot.  

Think about it, film is moving ahead, dialogue is heard and gone. If the 

words aren’t grasped instantly, you’ve lost your audience and while 

they’re trying to figure out what was said, you’ve continued to lose them. 

You can’t go back and flip through the pages to pick up a nuance or a 

sentence you’ve missed.  

And dialogue demands a reaction--usually verbal, thus more dialogue. 

Since less dialogue is better, think movement, action. It can be as simple 

as a raised eyebrow or as obvious as a punch to the gut. We’ll know what 

it means. Remember too, that action will usually command a reaction. 

The story is moving forward.  

The most important tool in creating dialogue is to understand text and 

the art of subtext.  

TEXT can be defined as what’s on the surface, what you actually see and 

hear. The basic story. "Just the fact’s ma’am." I think it’s best to think 

of text as only the puke stage. You’re getting the story and character 

beats down. Then you move on to creating subtext. Texturing is another 

word we all use. And texturing means layering, which is exactly what 

we’re trying to achieve. A multi-layered fascinating, not-in-your-face 

story.  

SUBTEXT is the text below the dialogue. The real meaning of what’s 

being said or acted, revealing the real substance. Subtext, while 
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important in a novel by giving it depth and interest, is vital in a 

screenplay. The actors use the subtext or their interpretation of it to 

create full bodied characters. The audience uses the dialogue or action 

subtext to get the inside joke or characterization and feel they’re a part 

of the movie experience. They leave the theater satisfied they’ve been 

on a great journey and they’ll want to discuss the film’s layers, because 

you put the layers there.  

It intrigued them as well as entertained them.  

"If the scene is what the scene is about, you’re in deep shit." -old 

Hollywood adage, Sam Goldwyn.  

 

McKee: "...the writer’s constant awareness that everything exists on at 

least two levels..."  

I believe there are 3 forms of subtext.  

Dialogue or Verbal: Using dialogue to bring to light the unconscious 

desires of the character, revealing him and giving us loads of information 

about him without being too-on-the-nose.  

Perhaps it’s an unconscious desire vocalized as word play or actual 

intentions hidden behind the words spoken such as catty or snide 

jokes, where you mean every damning word.  

Action: Using action to reveal the complex inner emotions. Body language 

doesn’t lie, even if the lips do.  

And the subtext of life: Thus the theme. I think you'd all agree that we all 

wear masks to some degree to hide our true selves and our agenda. Thus 

the plot may outwardly be your story, but then you add texture, and 

make the piece say something-your theme, and you have a deeper bigger 

story.  

Subtext is all about revealing what’s under mask. It’s the life under 
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the surface. It’s thoughts and feelings both known and unknown.  

With both ACTION AND DIALOGUE, you have to watch for being too-on-

thenose. It comes back to art of subtext. If you saw Attack of the Clones, 

the second of the Star Wars prequels, you may have totally lost the 

"suspension of disbelief" at this point in the film. I know I did. Try reading 

this aloud. It "reads" a bit better than is spoken and I've used italics just 

to delineate the action. And by the way, you'd never use Twilight in the 

Time of Day section of the scene heading. You'd write that at the 

beginning of the action and use Day or Night in the TOD spot. Which is 

strictly used by the lighting crew. Day or night shot.  

Okay:  

INTERIOR: NABOO LAKE RETREAT, LODGE, FIREPLACE ALCOVE -TWILIGHT  

A fire blazes in the open hearth. PADMÉ and ANAKIN are sitting in front of it, gazing 

into the flames. She looks up as ANAKIN leans in to kiss her.  

 

PADMÉ: Anakin, no. ANAKIN: From the moment I met you, all those years ago, a 

day hasn't gone by when I haven't thought of you. And now that I'm with you again, 

I'm in agony. The closer I get to you, the worse it gets. The thought of not being 

with you makes my stomach turn over -my mouth goes dry. I feel dizzy. I can't 

breathe. I'm haunted by the kiss you should never have given me. My heart is 

beating, hoping that kiss will not become a scar. You are in my very soul, tormenting 

me. What can I do? I will do anything you ask...  

Silence. The logs flame in the hearth.  

PADMÉ meets his eye, then looks away. ANAKIN: If you are suffering as much as I 

am, tell me. PADMÉ: ...I can't. We can't. It's just not possible. ANAKIN: Anything's 

possible. Padmé, please listen... PADMÉ: You listen. We live in a real world. Come 

back to it. You're studying to become a Jedi Knight. I'm a Senator. If you follow your 

thoughts through to conclusion, they will take us to a place we cannot go... 

regardless of the way we feel about each other. ANAKIN: Then you do feel 

something! PADMÉ: Jedi aren't allowed to marry. You'd be expelled from the Order. I 

will not let you give up your future for me. ANAKIN: You're asking me to be rational. 

That is something I know I cannot do. Believe me, I wish I could wish my feelings 
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away... but I can't. PADMÉ: I am not going to give in to this. I have more important 

things to do than fall in love. There is silence as they stare at the fire. ANAKIN is 

thinking. ANAKIN: It wouldn't have to be that way... we could keep it a secret. 

PADMÉ: Then we'd be living a lie -one we couldn't keep up even if we wanted to. Mt 

sister saw it. So did my mother. I couldn't do that. Could you, Anakin? Could you live 

like that?  

Silence for a moment.  

ANAKIN: No. You're right. It would destroy us.  

I’m using another series of quotes taken out of context of the book 

from McKee to make my point here so I hope he'll forgive me:  

"Actors are not marionettes to mime gesture and mouth words. They’re 

artists who create with material from the subtext, not the text....the 

above scene is unactable because it has no inner life, no subtext. It’s 

unactable because there’s nothing to act."  

Ah well. The film made millions.  
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Lecture V "Tidbits and Bibliography"  

Okay a few last differences.  

This one can be used in novel writing, but is vital in screenplays. Always 

be ON-STORY. You can’t afford to be off-story for a single beat in a 

script, you just don’t have the time. Here’s an example that recently 

happened to me:  

In my action adventure flick, I have a young Guatemalan boy--Chico 

who’s a scavenger and is always out for the next peso. He’s just brought 

to a cult of Maya priests a stone they’ve been searching for the last few 

centuries. He’s a bit scared of them and runs away to the airport to find 

his parents and a friend, a treasure hunter who is also one of the lead 

characters. Chico tries selling the remaining stone to the treasure hunter, 

who refuses it. Disappointed, Chico goes to find his parents.  

That all sounds normal and logical for a kid who scavenges to sell, right?  

Then Bob G. asked me a question that changed my way of looking at a 

story. Why bring in the parents? My answer: "the boy has parents and 

he feels safe with them." Bob’s reply: "is there another on-story way to 

make that happen?"  

The introduction of the lead character makes perfect sense and is totally 

on-story, but the parents aren’t. Unless we’re going to see them again, 

it’s a stronger story if we stay with Chico and lead character. So while 

something may make sense, ask yourself if it’s really logical and 

important to the story or is there another way of handling it so that the 

story stays tight and focused. It’s easy to think logically, it’s harder to 

think on-story, it takes practice.  

SCENE TRANSITIONS are another visual tool to focus attention on a 

new scene and much easier in a script than in a novel. I’m not talking 

about camera angles or panning the camera or close ups which 
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shouldn’t be used or if you must, used very sparingly because a director 

directs, that’s his vision, his job.  

You can show time passing by using DISSOLVE TO: instead of CUT TO:.  

You can make your action scenes very intense by using the concept of 

INTERCUT OR CROSSCUT: which compresses a series of cuts between 

action in separate locations.  

 

Another way of looking at it is to take two SEPARATE action scenes and 

cut between them just as something major is going to happen. Jump from 

one scene to the next and back again.  

Example: the villain aims his gun at the hero, ready to pull the 

trigger...cut to the hero’s sidekick fighting with the villain’s henchman 

and he’s pushed off the roof...cut to the hero dropping to the ground as 

the gun goes off. It can also be used to build the suspense. A man is 

searching a bedroom, the owner comes home, the man keeps searching, 

the owner climbs the stairs, you keep cutting back and forth and the 

suspense keeps building.  

Or use a MATCH CUT: which indicates that the last shot of a scene 

matches the first shot of the scene that follows. For instance a boy plays 

with a train on the floor, the next scene is of a real train.  

There is quite a bit of discussion regarding the use of CUT TO: in a 

script. One camp says that when you have a new scene heading, it’s 

implied that it’s a CUT TO: (you would still use your more specific scene 

transitions to show specific moods.) I use them because I’m in the 

school that thinks it’s better to have a gap between scene changes. It 

prepares you the reader better. Just like a new chapter.  

Remember an actor acts. He interprets your words and actions, so write 

as concisely, using strong vivid words as possible.  

STAR DRIVEN MOVIES. Today with a mega-star’s pay averaging about 
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20 mil, there are many of them who feel they’re entitled to direct the 

movie. A director is hired, but the star runs the show. It’s happening 

more and more. There’s nothing a writer can do except sue to have his 

name taken off the credits if the show is bad enough. And that’s 

happened.  

Do you remember when I said that your reader might be the teamster 

driver whose brother your uncle plays soccer with? Y ou use every 

connection you have and let everyone read your script with the hopes 

they’ll pass it on to someone who can make it happen. This is so true. I 

bought a Serger at the local Bernina store and the saleswoman’s husband 

is a local producer with credits. He wants to see everything I’ve written. 

You never know.  

And I can send out dozens of scripts at a time and not worry that they’ll 

be rejected because I’ve multi-submitted!!  

So try reading a good book or two on screenwriting or finding a class. 

Then take one of your finished novels (finished, so you don’t have to 

worry about constructing plot) and try writing a screenplay or at least a 

few scenes. You may hate it, chafe at the restrictions and never want to 

do it again. But think about how that can make your novel writing, 

stronger, more active, a page turner.  

Reference Materials and Bibliography  

SCREENWRITING SOFTWARE: Scriptware by Cinovation: sample at 

www.scriptware.com Will offer a student discount FinalDraft: sample at 

www.finaldraft.com Writer’s Store: www.writersstore.com They have lots of great 

stuff for all writers here.  

WHERE YOU CAN READ/DOWNLOAD SCRIPTS: Drew’s Script-O-Rama: www.script-o-

rama.com IMDB (internet movie data base): www.IMBD.com There are others, but 

mostly they come from Drew's. IMBD is mostly an info site, but it's very good.  
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BOOKS: STORY by Robert McKee THE SECRETS OF ACTION SCREENWRITING by 

William Martell SCREENPLAY by Syd Field ADVENTURES IN THE SCREENTRADE by 

William Goldman THE ART OF ADAPTATION: TURNING FACT AND FICTION INTO FILM 

by Linda Seger MAKING A GOOD SCRIPT GREAT by Linda Seger LEW HUNTER’S 

SCREENWRITING 434 by Lew Hunter THE WRITER’S JOURNEY by Christopher Vogler 

SCRIPTWRITING: A PRACTICAL MANUAL by Dwight & Joye Swain THE ART OF 

DRAMATIC WRITING by Lajos Egri  

SCREENWRITING CLASSES: Robert Gosnell: www.qadas.com/~gosnell Lew Hunter: 

www.lewhunter.com Robert McKee: www.mckeestory.com  

Again, it's been a total pleasure. Thank you for allowing me to share 

with you some of my insights and experiences in screenwriting. Don't 

forget you may contact me if you have questions. I may not be the 

fastest person with an answer, but I will get back to you.  

Leslie Ann  

Lesann@juno.com  
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STONE OF HEAVEN - THE QUESTSTONE OF HEAVEN - THE QUEST

FADE IN:FADE IN:

EXT. MOTAGUA RIVER VALLEY - DAYEXT. MOTAGUA RIVER VALLEY - DAY

Hurricane Mitch hits Guatemala with fearsome force.  RainHurricane Mitch hits Guatemala with fearsome force.  Rain
lashes inland, flooding the Motagua River Valley.  Thelashes inland, flooding the Motagua River Valley.  The
swollen river unearths trees and giant boulders that join theswollen river unearths trees and giant boulders that join the
roiling torrent, tearing away centuries of soil and jungleroiling torrent, tearing away centuries of soil and jungle
debris.debris.

DISSOLVE TO:DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MOTAGUA RIVER VALLEY - DAYEXT. MOTAGUA RIVER VALLEY - DAY

Days later.  Pushing dripping foliage aside, a small brownDays later.  Pushing dripping foliage aside, a small brown
hand scrabbles in the dank underbelly of the Guatemalan rainhand scrabbles in the dank underbelly of the Guatemalan rain
forest.  Small fingers fold around a pale blue stone and thenforest.  Small fingers fold around a pale blue stone and then
the hand disappears.  Quickly the hand comes into view againthe hand disappears.  Quickly the hand comes into view again
and picks up another large pebble of pale blue.and picks up another large pebble of pale blue.

Small brown legs run through the jungle muck, leaves whippingSmall brown legs run through the jungle muck, leaves whipping
as the small body pushes through the dense forest.  Finallyas the small body pushes through the dense forest.  Finally
CHICO, the young Guatemalan boy of Maya descent, bursts intoCHICO, the young Guatemalan boy of Maya descent, bursts into
an open field of maize blown apart by the hurricane andan open field of maize blown apart by the hurricane and
reaches a small grey donkey tethered to an uprooted tree.reaches a small grey donkey tethered to an uprooted tree.

He clambers up on the donkey, urging it to go faster andHe clambers up on the donkey, urging it to go faster and
faster down a narrow track.  The road widens as Chico ridesfaster down a narrow track.  The road widens as Chico rides
into a small sparse village that looks like time passed itinto a small sparse village that looks like time passed it
by.  A few of the women carrying their distinctive brightlyby.  A few of the women carrying their distinctive brightly
colored woven bags wave to him, but he ignores them, deepcolored woven bags wave to him, but he ignores them, deep
intent etched on his face.intent etched on his face.

Soon he reaches the biggest structure in the village, aSoon he reaches the biggest structure in the village, a
temple, shaped like a small Maya pyramid.  Chico runs up thetemple, shaped like a small Maya pyramid.  Chico runs up the
uneven stone steps, tripping as he reaches the top.  One ofuneven stone steps, tripping as he reaches the top.  One of
the blue stones flies from his hand, rolling until it'sthe blue stones flies from his hand, rolling until it's
stopped by a sandal shod foot.  The stone begins to glow.stopped by a sandal shod foot.  The stone begins to glow.

POV Chico looking up the length of a tall, richly garbed MayaPOV Chico looking up the length of a tall, richly garbed Maya
priest.priest.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

EXT. PRIEST'S TEMPLE - DAYEXT. PRIEST'S TEMPLE - DAY

MAYA AH KIN, head priest of the presumed extinct religiousMAYA AH KIN, head priest of the presumed extinct religious
cult of the God QUETZ'L AHAU, is a tall man, ageless with thecult of the God QUETZ'L AHAU, is a tall man, ageless with the
classic Maya mutilated head (elongated from crown to chin.)classic Maya mutilated head (elongated from crown to chin.)
He bends down to pick up the stone and as it rests in hisHe bends down to pick up the stone and as it rests in his
palm, the glow intensifies, as does the large blue stone BEADpalm, the glow intensifies, as does the large blue stone BEAD
worn a leather thong around his neck.worn a leather thong around his neck.
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Maya Ah Kin's eye's glitter with triumph.  He hauls Chico toMaya Ah Kin's eye's glitter with triumph.  He hauls Chico to
his feet, and nearly dragging him along, they enter thehis feet, and nearly dragging him along, they enter the
temple.temple.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. TEMPLE-FIRST CHAMBER - DAYINT. TEMPLE-FIRST CHAMBER - DAY

Maya Ah Kin binds a cloth around Chico's eyes.  Chico isMaya Ah Kin binds a cloth around Chico's eyes.  Chico is
afraid, but submits.  The priest then picks up the boy andafraid, but submits.  The priest then picks up the boy and
moves around a roughly hewn limestone altar to tap on a standmoves around a roughly hewn limestone altar to tap on a stand
on specific stone hidden amongst the pavers.  It slides backon specific stone hidden amongst the pavers.  It slides back
revealing another stone platform.  It begins to lower when Ahrevealing another stone platform.  It begins to lower when Ah
Kin, still carrying Chico, steps on it.Kin, still carrying Chico, steps on it.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. TEMPLE-SECRET BACK CHAMBER - DAYINT. TEMPLE-SECRET BACK CHAMBER - DAY

On a back wall, carved in stone and lit by torches, is aOn a back wall, carved in stone and lit by torches, is a
detailed map rimmed by Maya glyphs.  Maya Ah Kin pulls offdetailed map rimmed by Maya glyphs.  Maya Ah Kin pulls off
Chico's blinder and points to the map.  Even standing onChico's blinder and points to the map.  Even standing on
tippy toes, Chico can't see the map.  The priest lifts thetippy toes, Chico can't see the map.  The priest lifts the
boy by the waist of his ragged pants.  The boy studies theboy by the waist of his ragged pants.  The boy studies the
map and traces an area with his finger.map and traces an area with his finger.

Other priests, not as richly garbed but with the same oblongOther priests, not as richly garbed but with the same oblong
head, and wearing smaller BLUE STONE BEADS, swarm into thehead, and wearing smaller BLUE STONE BEADS, swarm into the
chamber.  Maya Ah Kin lowers Chico who holds out his hand forchamber.  Maya Ah Kin lowers Chico who holds out his hand for
payment.  The priest ignores him, opens his palm and revealspayment.  The priest ignores him, opens his palm and reveals
the brightly glowing stone to the others.  They arethe brightly glowing stone to the others.  They are
reverently in awe.reverently in awe.

Chico tugs on Maya Ah Kin's robes.  The priest glares at himChico tugs on Maya Ah Kin's robes.  The priest glares at him
malevolently, frightening Chico.  As soon as Maya Ah Kin'smalevolently, frightening Chico.  As soon as Maya Ah Kin's
attention is back on the stone, the boy runs out the doorattention is back on the stone, the boy runs out the door
left open by the other priests.left open by the other priests.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. TEMPLE-HALLWAY - DAYINT. TEMPLE-HALLWAY - DAY

Chico is uncertain which way to go, but starts running up aChico is uncertain which way to go, but starts running up a
steep hall.  He reaches a dead end.steep hall.  He reaches a dead end.

INTERCUT: Between Chico, Maya Ah Kin and the chasing priests.INTERCUT: Between Chico, Maya Ah Kin and the chasing priests.

Maya Ah Kin realizes the boy is gone.  He signals the priestsMaya Ah Kin realizes the boy is gone.  He signals the priests
to follow him.to follow him.

Chico is frantically trying to decide what to do when heChico is frantically trying to decide what to do when he
hears the priests coming up the hallway behind him.hears the priests coming up the hallway behind him.

The priests have pulled out lethally sharp stone knives andThe priests have pulled out lethally sharp stone knives and
look ready to kill.look ready to kill.
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Maya Ah Kin places the glowing blue stone on a small altarMaya Ah Kin places the glowing blue stone on a small altar
and begins the ritual cleaning of a large intricately carvedand begins the ritual cleaning of a large intricately carved
stone knife.stone knife.

Chico pushes the stones, scrabbles at the cracks, nothingChico pushes the stones, scrabbles at the cracks, nothing
works.  The priests are less than ten feet behind him whenworks.  The priests are less than ten feet behind him when
the stone he's standing on begins to lift upwards.  He'sthe stone he's standing on begins to lift upwards.  He's
going to either be crushed against the ceiling if he stays orgoing to either be crushed against the ceiling if he stays or
sacrificed if he jumps down.sacrificed if he jumps down.

The Priests have reached him, but cannot stop the stone fromThe Priests have reached him, but cannot stop the stone from
rising, he's out of reach.rising, he's out of reach.

Chico prepares to be crushed, when a stone in the ceilingChico prepares to be crushed, when a stone in the ceiling
begins to open.  He jumps up into the room, the stone lowersbegins to open.  He jumps up into the room, the stone lowers
slowly.slowly.

Maya Ah Kin closes his eyes for a split second as the bead heMaya Ah Kin closes his eyes for a split second as the bead he
wears glows, he's receiving telepathically the news thatwears glows, he's receiving telepathically the news that
Chico has momentarily escaped.  Maya Ah Kin places the knifeChico has momentarily escaped.  Maya Ah Kin places the knife
on a CHACMOOL, the sacrificial stone.  It's ready to use ason a CHACMOOL, the sacrificial stone.  It's ready to use as
soon as Chico is found.soon as Chico is found.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

EXT. TEMPLE - DAYEXT. TEMPLE - DAY

Chico runs down the steps and down the road, veering into theChico runs down the steps and down the road, veering into the
thick jungle.  The band of priests appear at the top of thethick jungle.  The band of priests appear at the top of the
temple's step, hide their knives and give chase.temple's step, hide their knives and give chase.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

EXT. GUATEMALAN AIRSTRIP - DAYEXT. GUATEMALAN AIRSTRIP - DAY

The airstrip, really nothing more than a cleared and levelThe airstrip, really nothing more than a cleared and level
strip of grass, is at the edge of a slightly larger town nearstrip of grass, is at the edge of a slightly larger town near
Chico's forgotten village.  It boasts one Quonset hut for aChico's forgotten village.  It boasts one Quonset hut for a
combo office/hanger/fueling station.  A windsock hangs limplycombo office/hanger/fueling station.  A windsock hangs limply
from the high pole attached to the roof.  There are severalfrom the high pole attached to the roof.  There are several
small planes scattered about, turned on their tops, one in asmall planes scattered about, turned on their tops, one in a
tree.  All victims of the hurricane.tree.  All victims of the hurricane.

REID HUNTER, 35, a handsome, rugged treasure hunter, isREID HUNTER, 35, a handsome, rugged treasure hunter, is
cleaning the mud off his beautifully maintained vintagecleaning the mud off his beautifully maintained vintage
Cessna.  It is tied down, and only suffered a break in theCessna.  It is tied down, and only suffered a break in the
canopy from the storm.canopy from the storm.

He hears a HIGH PITCHED WHINE and looks up into the skyHe hears a HIGH PITCHED WHINE and looks up into the sky
searching for the source of sound  of a larger plane.  POVsearching for the source of sound  of a larger plane.  POV
Reid as he sees a plane he's familiar with, a large King Air.Reid as he sees a plane he's familiar with, a large King Air.

The King Air lands, bumping and sliding along the muddyThe King Air lands, bumping and sliding along the muddy
grassy strip and comes to a stop near his plane.grassy strip and comes to a stop near his plane.



SHADOW SEEKERSHADOW SEEKER

VOICE-OVER ON BLACKVOICE-OVER ON BLACK

BULLDOGBULLDOG
For fifty years you've lived aFor fifty years you've lived a
free man while she rotted in afree man while she rotted in a
grave.  You killed her.  You hatedgrave.  You killed her.  You hated
her and you killed her.her and you killed her.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
I never hated her.I never hated her.

BULLDOGBULLDOG
Bullshit!  What would you call it?Bullshit!  What would you call it?

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Love.  I've always loved her.  ILove.  I've always loved her.  I
still miss her every single day.still miss her every single day.

FADE IN:FADE IN:

INT. POLICE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. POLICE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

An ELDERLY MAN sits at a scarred formica table in a brightlyAn ELDERLY MAN sits at a scarred formica table in a brightly
lit room, looking exhausted but defiant.  BULLDOG, a quicklit room, looking exhausted but defiant.  BULLDOG, a quick
witted homicide detective in his mid-thirties, shifts in hiswitted homicide detective in his mid-thirties, shifts in his
seat across from the man.seat across from the man.

BULLDOGBULLDOG
You had a strange way of showingYou had a strange way of showing
it.it.

(a beat)(a beat)
Play it your way for as long asPlay it your way for as long as
you want.you want.

Bulldog gets up and SLAMS the door as he leaves.  The elderlyBulldog gets up and SLAMS the door as he leaves.  The elderly
man defiantly looks up at the video camera.man defiantly looks up at the video camera.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. OUTSIDE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. OUTSIDE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

MARK HARRIS is a Native American homicide detective in hisMARK HARRIS is a Native American homicide detective in his
mid-thirties.  His raven black hair is tied back into a neatmid-thirties.  His raven black hair is tied back into a neat
ponytail and he wears his badge on a neck lanyard.  He holdsponytail and he wears his badge on a neck lanyard.  He holds
a paper cup of hot tea and a thin folder as he stands by thea paper cup of hot tea and a thin folder as he stands by the
monitor watching the video feed of the old man.monitor watching the video feed of the old man.

Bulldog comes out of the room.Bulldog comes out of the room.

BULLDOGBULLDOG
Your voodoo magic is faulty thisYour voodoo magic is faulty this
time.time.
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MARKMARK
Mixing your races again, Kemo-sabe.Mixing your races again, Kemo-sabe.

(earnestly)(earnestly)
He's lived with it for fiftyHe's lived with it for fifty
years, his lie has become hisyears, his lie has become his
truth.truth.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

Mark enters.  The elderly man tries to cover his unease.Mark enters.  The elderly man tries to cover his unease.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Gave me a fright nearly passingGave me a fright nearly passing
out on my lawn like you did,out on my lawn like you did,
Detective Harris.Detective Harris.

Mark patiently leans against the wall.Mark patiently leans against the wall.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Get headaches like that often?Get headaches like that often?

Mark gives him an enigmatic smile, takes a sip of tea.Mark gives him an enigmatic smile, takes a sip of tea.

MARKMARK
Want something to drink?Want something to drink?

DISSOLVE TO:DISSOLVE TO:

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

Later.  Four empty paper cups are strewn across the table.Later.  Four empty paper cups are strewn across the table.
The man is still defiant, but less so.  Mark is still patient.The man is still defiant, but less so.  Mark is still patient.

MARKMARK
Your wife went to Katherine GibbsYour wife went to Katherine Gibbs
Secretarial School at night.Secretarial School at night.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
We've been over that.We've been over that.

A beat as Mark waits.A beat as Mark waits.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Yes, Martha wanted to help me getYes, Martha wanted to help me get
out of a dead end job.out of a dead end job.

MARKMARK
And after class she'd tutor herAnd after class she'd tutor her
new friend...Sally.new friend...Sally.
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ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Sara.  You know her name is Sara.Sara.  You know her name is Sara.
My wife was smart, she could haveMy wife was smart, she could have
run that school.  Instead sherun that school.  Instead she
ended up dead in a seedy alley.ended up dead in a seedy alley.

MARKMARK
Behind Sara's apartment.  Did youBehind Sara's apartment.  Did you
know the building's north doorsknow the building's north doors
were locked at 10pm?  Martha hadwere locked at 10pm?  Martha had
to leave by the south doors, andto leave by the south doors, and
the only way to to get there wasthe only way to to get there was
the 4th floor walkway.the 4th floor walkway.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
There's no walkway.There's no walkway.

MARKMARK
You're the one who places flowersYou're the one who places flowers
in the alley, aren't you?in the alley, aren't you?

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Of course.  I loved my Martha.Of course.  I loved my Martha.
There's no walkway.There's no walkway.

MARKMARK
There was.There was.

Mark places an OLD GRAINY, BLACK AND WHITE photo of the twoMark places an OLD GRAINY, BLACK AND WHITE photo of the two
buildings, complete with the walkway, in front of the old man.buildings, complete with the walkway, in front of the old man.

MARKMARK
You just never looked up.You just never looked up.

The old man loses his cool, struggles to regain it, but MarkThe old man loses his cool, struggles to regain it, but Mark
has the edge now and leans forward on ramrod straight arms.has the edge now and leans forward on ramrod straight arms.

MARKMARK
You had everybody fooled.  YouYou had everybody fooled.  You
played the perfect grievingplayed the perfect grieving
husband, until you actuallyhusband, until you actually
believed it.believed it.

Mark zeros in for the kill.Mark zeros in for the kill.

MARKMARK
You waited and watched, sure yourYou waited and watched, sure your
wife was lying.  And when you sawwife was lying.  And when you saw
her escorted to the bus stop by aher escorted to the bus stop by a
man, you had proof.  Sara'sman, you had proof.  Sara's
husband has never forgiven himselfhusband has never forgiven himself
for not waiting that night.for not waiting that night.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
You lie!  Sara wasn't married.You lie!  Sara wasn't married.
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VOICE-OVER ON BLACKVOICE-OVER ON BLACK

BULLDOGBULLDOG
For fifty years you've lived aFor fifty years you've lived a
free man while she rotted in afree man while she rotted in a
grave.  You killed her.  You hatedgrave.  You killed her.  You hated
her and you killed her.her and you killed her.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
I never hated her.I never hated her.

BULLDOGBULLDOG
Bullshit!  What would you call it?Bullshit!  What would you call it?

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Love.  I've always loved her.  ILove.  I've always loved her.  I
still miss her every single day.still miss her every single day.

FADE IN:FADE IN:

INT. POLICE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. POLICE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

An ELDERLY MAN sits at a scarred formica table in a brightlyAn ELDERLY MAN sits at a scarred formica table in a brightly
lit room, looking exhausted but defiant.  BULLDOG, a quicklit room, looking exhausted but defiant.  BULLDOG, a quick
witted homicide detective in his mid-thirties, shifts in hiswitted homicide detective in his mid-thirties, shifts in his
seat across from the man.seat across from the man.

BULLDOGBULLDOG
You had a strange way of showingYou had a strange way of showing
it.it.

(a beat)(a beat)
Play it your way for as long asPlay it your way for as long as
you want.you want.

Bulldog gets up and SLAMS the door as he leaves.  The elderlyBulldog gets up and SLAMS the door as he leaves.  The elderly
man defiantly looks up at the video camera.man defiantly looks up at the video camera.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. OUTSIDE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. OUTSIDE INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

MARK HARRIS is a Native American homicide detective in hisMARK HARRIS is a Native American homicide detective in his
mid-thirties.  His raven black hair is tied back into a neatmid-thirties.  His raven black hair is tied back into a neat
ponytail and he wears his badge on a neck lanyard.  He holdsponytail and he wears his badge on a neck lanyard.  He holds
a paper cup of hot tea and a thin folder as he stands by thea paper cup of hot tea and a thin folder as he stands by the
monitor watching the video feed of the old man.monitor watching the video feed of the old man.

Bulldog comes out of the room.Bulldog comes out of the room.

BULLDOGBULLDOG
Your voodoo magic is faulty thisYour voodoo magic is faulty this
time.time.
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MARKMARK
Mixing your races again, Kemo-sabe.Mixing your races again, Kemo-sabe.

(earnestly)(earnestly)
He's lived with it for fiftyHe's lived with it for fifty
years, his lie has become hisyears, his lie has become his
truth.truth.

CUT TO:CUT TO:

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

Mark enters.  The elderly man tries to cover his unease.Mark enters.  The elderly man tries to cover his unease.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Gave me a fright nearly passingGave me a fright nearly passing
out on my lawn like you did,out on my lawn like you did,
Detective Harris.Detective Harris.

Mark patiently leans against the wall.Mark patiently leans against the wall.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Get headaches like that often?Get headaches like that often?

Mark gives him an enigmatic smile, takes a sip of tea.Mark gives him an enigmatic smile, takes a sip of tea.

MARKMARK
Want something to drink?Want something to drink?

DISSOLVE TO:DISSOLVE TO:

INT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

Later.  Four empty paper cups are strewn across the table.Later.  Four empty paper cups are strewn across the table.
The man is still defiant, but less so.  Mark is still patient.The man is still defiant, but less so.  Mark is still patient.

MARKMARK
Your wife went to Katherine GibbsYour wife went to Katherine Gibbs
Secretarial School at night.Secretarial School at night.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
We've been over that.We've been over that.

A beat as Mark waits.A beat as Mark waits.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Yes, Martha wanted to help me getYes, Martha wanted to help me get
out of a dead end job.out of a dead end job.

MARKMARK
And after class she'd tutor herAnd after class she'd tutor her
new friend...Sally.new friend...Sally.
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ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Sara.  You know her name is Sara.Sara.  You know her name is Sara.
My wife was smart, she could haveMy wife was smart, she could have
run that school.  Instead sherun that school.  Instead she
ended up dead in a seedy alley.ended up dead in a seedy alley.

MARKMARK
Behind Sara's apartment.  Did youBehind Sara's apartment.  Did you
know the building's north doorsknow the building's north doors
were locked at 10pm?  Martha hadwere locked at 10pm?  Martha had
to leave by the south doors, andto leave by the south doors, and
the only way to to get there wasthe only way to to get there was
the 4th floor walkway.the 4th floor walkway.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
There's no walkway.There's no walkway.

MARKMARK
You're the one who places flowersYou're the one who places flowers
in the alley, aren't you?in the alley, aren't you?

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
Of course.  I loved my Martha.Of course.  I loved my Martha.
There's no walkway.There's no walkway.

MARKMARK
There was.There was.

Mark places an OLD GRAINY, BLACK AND WHITE photo of the twoMark places an OLD GRAINY, BLACK AND WHITE photo of the two
buildings, complete with the walkway, in front of the old man.buildings, complete with the walkway, in front of the old man.

MARKMARK
You just never looked up.You just never looked up.

The old man loses his cool, struggles to regain it, but MarkThe old man loses his cool, struggles to regain it, but Mark
has the edge now and leans forward on ramrod straight arms.has the edge now and leans forward on ramrod straight arms.

MARKMARK
You had everybody fooled.  YouYou had everybody fooled.  You
played the perfect grievingplayed the perfect grieving
husband, until you actuallyhusband, until you actually
believed it.believed it.

Mark zeros in for the kill.Mark zeros in for the kill.

MARKMARK
You waited and watched, sure yourYou waited and watched, sure your
wife was lying.  And when you sawwife was lying.  And when you saw
her escorted to the bus stop by aher escorted to the bus stop by a
man, you had proof.  Sara'sman, you had proof.  Sara's
husband has never forgiven himselfhusband has never forgiven himself
for not waiting that night.for not waiting that night.

ELDERLY MANELDERLY MAN
You lie!  Sara wasn't married.You lie!  Sara wasn't married.
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